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Quick Introduction

Quick Introductions
Sandy Rodger

Expert Circular

Engineer, MBA, Environmental Systems
Manufacturing, Supply Chain, R&D
Unilever, Diageo
Chemicals, FMCG, Beverages
•Board of Unilever Laundry
•MD of Baileys Supply
•Diageo Global R&D Head
Circular Economy, including
•Ellen MacArthur Foundation /
MainStream / New Plastics Economy
•Toilet Board Coalition – Circular
Economy for Sanitation

A new voice – the voice of
experience
A network of experienced business
practitioners – people that have run
plants, supply chains, innovation,
brands, waste operations, and
whole businesses
FMCG / Food / Foodservice focus
Helping organisations mobilise the
Circular Economy, specifically
•Business Case
•Collaboration
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Title Here
— Second Title Line Here
Zero Waste Scotland
Meeting
2017
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Title Here
— Second Title Line Here
Transportation
Conference
1910
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Title Here
Transportation
— Second Title Line Here
Conference
1910

Innovation
… with Purpose / Direction

Images – Thomas A Edison, Beyer
Peacock, Harry Shipler, Library of
Congress Prints & Photos division,
Collection Pascal Roche, Wikipedia,
White Star Line
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The Circular Economy
An industrial system that is restorative by design
Flows of renewable resources

Stocks of finite resources

Title Here
— Second Title Line Here
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What is the Circular Economy?
The Intent

A new economic model, impacting
GDP, employment, and resilience

A way of addressing multiple
Title Here
Sustainable Development Goals
— Second
The CoreTitle Line Here
An innovation
opportunity
A new model for resource flows
In every industry sector
Design of products
systems and services
Two cycles, technical
and biological
Waste eliminated as a concept

The Labelling …
if you’re interested
sandy@srodger.co.uk

A root cause solution to
multiple environmental problems
A way to decouple growth from
resource use, volatility & waste

Possible components
… but don’t start here!

Waste
reduction

Regulation, mainly
on waste and recycling

Circularity
standards

Cradle to Cradle

Circularity
metrics
Take back
schemes

A sustainability project

16 February 2017

Artisan repurposing

Better
recycling
Ecodesign
Biomimicry

New B2B and B2C business models,
which utilise unused assets and
incentivise longevity

Increased recycled content

A theme used to drive systemic change,
with some advantages over “sustainability”
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Circular Economy – The Core
Innovation
• A change process
• Opportunity and risk Sectoral View
• Experiment then scale •Every sector is different
•Sectors (at least supply chains within
sectors) can go circular; individual
companies generally can’t
An innovation
•Collaboration is vital
opportunity

Title Here
— Second
Title Line Here
The Core
A new model for resource flows
In every industry sector
Design of products
systems and services
Two cycles, technical
and biological
Waste eliminated as a concept

Design - the core of the core
•Product and system and service
•Focus on effective circular flows, let
efficiency follow not lead
•New business models
•What’s Next? The after use phase
Two Cycles
• Distinct role of each cycle
• How to keep them separate

Waste eliminated
• Not the same as reducing waste, or even zero waste
• Skills, structures, interests, cultures, language are critical
sandy@srodger.co.uk
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Elements of a Circular Economy Strategy

Title Here
— Second Title Line
Here
In-house
Suppliers

Operations

Distribution

After Use

Design of Product, System,
Service, Business Model
Equipment &
Infrastructure

Office
Supplies

Buildings

IT
Operations

FACILITIES

DESIGN

Enablement of the
Circular Economy within
your customers’
activities, through your
products and services

Education, communication, regulation and incentives, IT,
finance, collaboration, innovation and scale-up
sandy@srodger.co.uk

SUPPLY
CHAIN
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S
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Small-Medium-Size Business Opportunities
Product Innovators
Title Here
•New materials (especially biological substitutes)
— Second Title Line Here

•New unit operations (especially segregation and other
after-use processes)
Service Innovators - Circular Economy Business Models
•Shifting ownership to favour longevity
•Turning longevity into great service, relationships, value
•Reverse logistics
•Professionalising maintenance, refurbishment
•Re-manufacturing (until we don’t need the Re-)

sandy@srodger.co.uk
23
November 2016
sandy@srodger.co.uk
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Small-Medium-Size Business Opportunities
Digitisation
Title Here
•Tracking and identification
— Second
Titlelong-lasting
Line Here
•Optimising
operation in the field
•Accessing spare capacity
•Brokering new markets
And…
•Collaborators in changing major supply chains, piloting
change, with some protection needed
•Entering emerging markets where embedded interests,
incumbents and attitudes may be less of a constraint
•Collaborators with other SMEs to have a voice in
regulation, incentives etc
23 November 2016
sandy@srodger.co.uk
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Communication for different stakeholders

An example from the circular economy for sanitation:

Title Here
— Second
Title Line MyHere
My / Our toilet
industry / service

My product
•Gives me dignity, pride and
•Works in partnership with the
•Is safe to use in every
status
local municipality to provide
application, even in producing
•Is an enhancement to my home, services which directly improve
food which will be consumed
or to my community
health and our local economy
uncooked
•Is always clean and smells
•Runs clean, professional, safe
•Enables agricultural practices
fragrant
operations - a good neighbour in which are highly productive short
•Is safe for me and my family to
any location
and long term
use
•Is an exemplary employer, a
•Is a sustainable, low-carbon
•Is much more than a toilet – I get great place to work, with excellent alternative
other value from it including
health and safety
•All this is assured and verified to
health and even financial benefits
recognised standards

(In service of Sanitation for all)

Based on a working slide used within the Toilet Board Coalition
Circular Economy for Sanitation programme
sandy@srodger.co.uk
23
November 2016
sandy@srodger.co.uk
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Communication for different stakeholders

An

A B2C service
example
from
offering – based
on consumer
needs

the

An industry needing
circular
economy
to win stakeholder
acceptance and
recruit employees

Title Here
— Second
Title Line MyHere
My / Our toilet
industry / service

for

A B2B product
sanitation:
offering – focus
on effectiveness
and assurance

My product
•Gives me dignity, pride and
•Works in partnership with the
•Is safe to use in every
status
local municipality to provide
application, even in producing
•Is an enhancement to my home, services which directly improve
food which will be consumed
or to my community
health and our local economy
uncooked
•Is always clean and smells
•Runs clean, professional, safe
•Enables agricultural practices
fragrant
operations - a good neighbour in which are highly productive short
•Is safe for me and my family to
any location
and long term
use
•Is an exemplary employer, a
•Is a sustainable, low-carbon
A wider
objective
•Is much more than a toilet – I get great place to work, with
excellent
alternative
other value from it including
health and safety
•All this is assured and verified to
vital for a select
health and even financial benefits
group ofrecognised standards

stakeholders
(In service of Sanitation for all)

Based on a working slide used within the Toilet Board Coalition
Circular Economy for Sanitation programme
sandy@srodger.co.uk
23
November 2016
sandy@srodger.co.uk

Noting that achieving the
Circular Economy is not
per se an objective for
any of these groups!
13
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How to start where there is no critical mass
Don’t go it alone
Title Here
•(Unless you are a solution provider rather than being directly
engaged
in resource
— Second
Title
Line flows)
Here
Find… or Create… a Hub
•Probably a physical place or facility
•Multiple resource flows
•Eco-system of organisations, perhaps public-private
•Right size
– Big enough to be visible and a credible demonstrator
– Small enough for big supply chains to use it as a pilot, so they join
in

•Some existing objective or burning platform
23 November
sandy@srodger.co.uk
2016
•Congruence
of decision-making
sandy@srodger.co.uk
16 February 2017
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A simple way to start considering Circular
Economy opportunities

Title Here
Revenue opportunity
— Second
Title
Line
- Who will
pay you,
for what,Here
and why?

What new capability will
you need?

What’s the systems-level
change?

What new relationships /
collaboration will you
need?

… to be continued in the breakouts
sandy@srodger.co.uk
23
November 2016
sandy@srodger.co.uk
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